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ROMANIA – Aid dispatch 

and Dansu family  
 

Dear Friends and 

Supporters, 
  

 
D 

First of all we want to report that the appeal for funds for the 

Dansu family with four young children, whose house had burnt 

to the ground, within a short period brought in a total of SEK 

49,500, thanks to the Vahlquist Foundation, which immediately 

donated SEK 20,000, and all other compassionate and generous 

donors, so now SB Foundation can send the family the means to 

build up a solid new house from the ground. It is better to pay 

for a small house that is well constructed than building and 

paying for one that is mediocre. A big thank you to everyone 

who helped the Dansu family get a new home! We share the 

family’s joy! 

 

We can also recount that on Friday afternoon March 17 the truck with SB Foundation’s aid supplies departed 

from Stockholm. According to EU regulations large trucks must pause on Sundays, but Tuesday morning at 

8 AM the cargo intended for the village of Bogdand in Romania was unloaded without incident and the same 

occurred in the afternoon in Ciumeghiu. However, on arrival in Voivodeni, the driver took the wrong road. 

When he tried to turn around, a few wheels ended up off the road in a muddy field; and two tractors had to 

pull the truck back onto the road again. Fortunately, all went well, and as the pictures show, the recipients 

could partake of the much needed and longed for clothes, shoes, and household items. The bags of vegetable 

seed were also much appreciated.  
 

 

Greetings from SB Foundation 
and us on the Board, 

 

Arne, Elisabeth, Gloria, Ivar, Lena, Roger 
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